
SSCBIT Mexico, D, F., March 14, 1946 

Dear Spruille; 

I have your personal and secret letter of March 8, 
1946, acknowledging mine of February 28, 1946, and others 
•a developments 1A the Argentine situation. You have 
sin** that time received say letters of March 1 and March2, 
1946, on the same subject* 

I had a long conversation with Castillo rlajera 
yesterday afternoon on a number of matter* which I am 
reporting upon in separate letters* 

We iiscussed the developments In the Argentine 
situation. I referred to the conversation which I bad 
had with Tello, the Under Secretary, the afternoon before 
during the course of which I conveyed to Aim the sub
stance of our last telegram on the Argentine end at the 
end of which I left with hiss a memorandum covering the 
substance of the telegram* I have reference to the 
circular telegram in which we inform the other American 
Republics that no matter what may be the outcome of the 
Argentine election, we cannot entsr into a defense agree
ment with s government which contains Farrell-Peron 
elements whose connection with the enemy is so clearly 
established, and In which we ask the other American 
Governments to give us their comment on the Blue Book 
and particularly with reference to their attitude towards 
entering into a defense agreement with such s government* 

Castillo Majera said that Telle had immediately 
informed him of the ion vera at ion which I had had with 
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him on this matter and that they were studying very 
carefully our cotamunleation and were preparing a reply. 
I gathered from what he salA that we might havo it 
relatively soon* 

Castillo Wajere said that the Ecuadorian end 
Bolivian Ambassadora had both been in to see the Foreign 
Office recently and both had asked the Foreign Office as 
to what the Mexican attitude on the Blue Book, et cetera, 
would be. He said that the Bolivian Ambassador had 
indicated that his Government was preparing some sort 
of a reply to the Blue Boole. He said taut both the 
Bolivian and Ecuadorian Ambassadors had asked the 
Foreign Offiee to be good enough to indicate to them 
and through them to their Governfflents what the Mexican 
attitude oa the Blue Book, et cetera, would be as their 
Governments •wished .to follow the course taken by Mexico". 

Castillo Hajera aald that both Ambassadors had been 
informed that the Mexican Government was studying these 
.matters and wo«l*i la due course reach it a decision, but 
that it was not yet in a position to inform them eon* 
earning its attitude. When any attitudes by Mexico were 
decided upon the other American Governments would all 
be informed Including Bolivia and Ecuador* 

Castillo llajera said that he was not at all 
flattered by the request of the Bolivian and Ecuadorian 
embassadors. He sail that he was under no illusions that 
if Mexico expressed any attitudes with respect to the 
Argentine that Bolivia and Ecuador would follow them* 
He also said that he had no illusions to the effeot that 
if Mexico eonveyed any preliminary information concerning 
her thoughts on the Argentine situation to the Bolivian 
and Ecuadorian Governments and that if they took an 
attitude along the line of Mexico these Governments 
would place the responsibility for their attitude on 
Mexico* He indicated that the Mexican Government was 
fully aware of the maneuver of the Bolivian and Ecuadorian 
Governments and was not going to fall for it* 

Castillo Ha J era and 1 then discussed at tome length 
the developments in the Argentine situation* la spite 
of the press reports which come from the Argentine which 
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seem to Indicate that the eleotion was ia avery way a 
fair one and that the votes are being counted accurately, 
there seems to be no doubt that Castillo Wajera Is of 
the opinion personally that A tragic comedy is being 
played before the world with consummate skill. His 
personal attitude as I can see it Is that while 1% 
say ha?© been possibla for the Argenti«c votere to 
actually cast their votes fairly and without molestation 
that the counting of the votes is in the hands of the 
Peron elements and that they are counting the votes la 
such a way aa to make It appear that an accurate count 
im being aade and thus giving every appearance of a 
alose eleotloa. He, personally, however, seems to have 
little doubt that they are counting the votes the way 
they want to# 

X want to emphasize that in this conversation as 
above-reported, and la previous conversations recently 
reported upon with respect to the Argentine, Castillo 
Hajera has beea expressing his personal views and which, 
X think, reflect the attitudes which he would like to 
take as Foreign Minister, bat whether these will be the 
official attitudes eventually of the Mexican Government 
and of the Ministry he cannot tell and X cannot tell of 
course* This will depend upon the final decisions of 
the President here* 

We went into many phases of the Argentina situation, 
and I found Castillo N&jera very much preoccupied. He 
said it was a moat difficult problem and most difficult 
to do the thing which had to be dona in his opinion 
under the circumstances. It was obvious that although 
he is usually a very resourceful person that ha was -not 
clear la his own aind as to what could or should bo 
done. 

X said to him that there was one thing certain and 
that was that so far as the United States was concerned, 
we could take no attitude other than to refuse to aster 
into a defense agreement with the present Government of 
the Argentine or any growing out of It and containing 
the same elements which had had such closa connection 
with our common enemies. X said in my opinion for us to 
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enter Into suoH an agreement with the Argentine under 
these conditions would be a negation of everything 
we had fought for and of all of our principles. I 
said, therefore, that I was confident that ay Government 
would remain absolutely firm in its stand la this respect 
and that I thought if the other countries of the "merleas 
had any real regard for our security and future and for 
real inter-A^rican collaboration they also would not 
enter into such a defense agreement with such a government 
in the Argentine. I went Into this la a good deal of 
detail and at the end of what I said, Castillo Hajera 
said that he was quite in agreement with that, but that 
was only one phase of the question* 

He then went on to say that the question would arise 
what we were going to do about this new Government in the 
Argentina if Pero"n was declared "elected**. He said that 
in spite of the fact that tilt livelihood was that a 
tragic farce was being played most skillfully for the 
benefit of the world, the press generally was speaking 
of the elections as being fair and democratic, at cetera, 
in such terms that it was more and more difficult for 
governments to take the action which they should. 

X told him that I could not tall him what our own 
attitude in this respect would be as Z had no instrustions 
other than the communications which X had passed on to the 
Foreign Office, I have gona into this conversation with 
Castillo Majera in some detail in view of the fact that 
I think the aonfusion and perturbation from which ha 
suffers is probably characteristic of the situation in 
the other Foreign Offices to the south. 

I wish to repeat again that I think that Castillo 
^ajera has very defiaite views personally on taa Argentine 
situation which probably verr much oolnaide with our own 
but whether these will finally crystallize lata the 
attitudes of the Mexican Government X am presently unable 
to say. 

I appreciated particularly your letter of March B, 
1946, which is most helpful and interesting to me and 1 
appreciate your taking the time to write me. 

With all good wishes, 

Cordially and faithfully yours, 

George 3. Messsrsmith 


